GOALS CONFERENCE .
IME
30 Mins .

15 Mins .

10 Mins .

ACTIVITY
~

~

s

Introduction

What learnings and
behaviours do you wish
your child to obtain
from Lockridge?

STRATEGY
*

*
*

DIRECTIONS

Conference Group

*

Philosophy of High School .

*

Goals of Priority Schools .

*

Role and importance of parents in schooling .

Small Groups

*

No discussion .

Brainstorm

*

Group leader asks each person in turn for
goals .

*

Record on butchers paper on wall .

*

A tidying up operation which ensures that
the group undertands goals put forward .

*

Use Individual Ranking Sheet No . 1

*

Select any five goals .

*

5 being most valuable
Rank from 5 to 1 .
1 being least valuable .

*

Group leader asks each group member to
explain the goals which they chose as being
important .

*

Use Individual Ranking Sheet (No .2) Each
group member reselects and reranks five
goal s; Using Tally Sheet (No . 3) group
leader tallies ranking scores for each goal .
Goals are ranked in order of group priority .

Clarify any goals .
Remove redundant goals

*

Small Groups

Number goals
5 Mins . .

15 Mins .

15 Mins .

15 Mins .

~

~

~

Individual selection
of five most important goals and
ranking .

*

Discussion on choice
and ranking of goals .

*
*

Round Robin

Group Ranking

*

Small Groups

Small Groups

Small Groups

TEA BREAK

2.
TIME

ACTIVITY

STRATEGY

DIRECTIONS

30 Mins .

~

Goal Classification
and removal of
redundancies .

*

Conference Group

*

Each group leader puts up the five
highest ranking goals from their group to
the conference .
These are placed on
butchers paper during tea break in front
of the conference . Goals are clarified
and redundant goals are removed .

5 Mins .

~

Goal Ranking .

*

Conference Group

*

Using Conference Ranking Sheet (No . 4)
each person selects and ranks five goals .
These goals are then rated for achievement on a scale of 1 to 5 . 1 - achieved
to no extent .
5 - achieved to a great
extent .
These are collected and tallied . An
overall ranking of goals and their
achievement is obtained .

GOAL FORMULATION CONFERENCE .
GOAL RANKING SHEET .

N0 . 4 .

DIRECTIONS :
Select five goals which you believe to be the most important learnings
or behaviours which you would like your child to demonstrate at school .
Rank these goals in column three from 5 to 1 .
5
1

Most Important
Least Important
P

Rate how you feel these goals are actually being achieved in the school .
Goal

is achieved

5
4
2
1

COLUMN ONE
Goal No .

-

COLUMN TWO
Goal - Write in
below.

A Very Great Extent
To A Great Extent
To Some Extent
To No Extent

COLUMN FOUR

COLUMN THREE

Achievement of Goal
(Please tick scale)

Rank Order

1

2

3

2

3

2

4

5

To a
Great
Extent

To No
Extent
1

5

To a
Great
Extent

To No
Extent
1

4

3

4

5

To a
Great
Extent

To No
Extent
1
2
To No
Extent

3

4
5
To a
Great
Extent

1

3

4

2

To No
Extent

5

To a
Great
Extent

GOAL FORMULATION CONFERENCE .
GROUP TALLY SHEET .

Goal
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

1

2

3

4

' wo
5 ~ 6

7

8

9

10

No . 3

Total
Score

Rank
Order

GOAL FORMULATION CONFERENCE .
INDIVIDUAL RANKING SHEET .

N0 . 1 & 2

DIRECTIONS :
Select five goals which you believe to be the most important learnings
or behaviours which you would like your child to demonstrate at school .
Rank these goals from 5 to l .
5
1

Goal No .

-

Most Important
Least Important

Goal

Rank Order
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FOF?~tvOF~D
This document is one interpretation of the exercise indulged in by teachers
on 19th May, 1982 . '
Readers of it will see that, whereas I have one mis-giving about the result,
generally speaking it is an overwhelming endorsement of one of the school's
major aims . i .e . trying to effect positive emotional growth in our students .
And since the sorts of growth striven for e .g . ego-building, self-esteem,
positive self-concepts and self-direction, can only be achieved in a very
favourable climate characterised by high quality interpersonal relationships,
it appears to me to be a re-endorsement of one of the major thrusts of the
school .
The idea of relationships as a factor in learning is becoming well known,
but I include, as reinforcement of the idea, some material frem the
Tasmanian Report on Secondary Education .*
This is a very sound report which has had substantial impact in educational
circles in Australia .
I quote
" RELATIONSHIPS BETVEEN TEACHER P.ND STUDENT
t~:uch research indicates that the quality of relationships
between teacher and learner is crucial, that education is
a personal process and that changes should be geared towards
increasing the personal approach based "on the concept of
freedom in the responsible, disciplined sense"** and avoiding
the impersonal, mechanical, authoritarian, external-control
view,"
and again :
"A major O .E .C .D . report on secondary education lends support
to the view that the humanizing of relationships between
teacher and student is the key to educational progress .***
The Committee accepts these views and urges that the teacher
should give first importance to the task of getting to know
children and to care for them rather than c.~ith teaching a
particular field of knowledge ."
This isn't to say that "the teacher is not intending to teach
something, or that the school progral--~e is relegated to a
subordinate position ."
(P 137 of the Report) It is not meant to
* Secondary Education in Tasmania, Education Dept . of Tasmania, (arch,

1977 .

** Education for Survival : A Survey of Ideas and Practices . George Howie,
Angus and Robertson .
London 1976 . P .13
The Lower Secondary Stage :
Problems a nd Possibilities . Draft report for
international se.^:inar on Compulsory Secondary Education Proble~as and
O .E .C .D . Pari s 1976 pp .31,32 .
Possibilit ies,
Tim Mcb7ullen .
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diminish the tea=~:er but to r.:ake him "a facilitator of learning,
than the causative anent ."

rate_

The above is in perfect harmony with the paper "New Directions" put out b;
the W .A . Principals' Association, and with the recommendations of the FriF_
Report .*
In confirmation of our organizational structure the Tasmanian Report also
has this to say . (P .138)
"If the aim is to develop good personal relationships in
the school, then some forms of organization are better
than others . . . . Limiting the number of pupil-teacher
contacts is stressed as being particularly significant
in aiding the development of good relationships .
Organizas
vertical
grouping,
atironal provisions such
sub-schools,
Year 7 "block" and special pastoral-care arrangements are
seen to be significant in promoting security and allowing
the development of sound personal relationships between
teacher and student ."
This statement confirms, as do many others, the trend towards sub-schools
and generally smaller organizational units . But it also strongly supports
the concept of keeping pupil-teacher contacts to a minimum .
This is the
basis of our efforts to stop teachers teaching across sub-schools and to
stop option teachers fragmenting their subject areas .
It is well establis'~.
that the fewer teachers with whom students have to interact the more effect :
the learning process will be .
To keep a sense of perspective let me repeat that teachers are enormously
important people in the lives of children - second only to the parent in fa :.
But whereas teachers have been regarded, and have often regarded themselve=,
as purveyors of knowledge, the evidence increasingly suggests that the teac:~.
effectiveness depends to a very large degree on his/her human side .
The
student is a social being interacting quite intensively with peers and the
teacher .
It is only relatively recently that it has been discovered that t~:type and quality of these interactions determines to a large extent the amov
of learning and development that takes place . For that reason I find the
obvious concern of teachers for their students, as people, most gratifying .

F .J . USHER

*

Review of Educational Standards in Lower Secondary Schools in W .A .
Education Dept . Perth, 1981 . (The Priest Report)

1 .

TiiE STnTEt~~I:T

"Which characteristics, learnings and behaviours do we desire
to encourage in our students at this time?"

2.

A SUGGESTION
I suggest you first turn to p . 8
and read the responses gcnerat~fl
by the above statement and also refer to the rank order list that
follows, in order to draw some conclusions for yourself before looking
at my interpretations .
I believe this would offer the best hope of
obtaining alternative opinions .

3.

GENERAL
(a)

Introductory

fhe exercise undertaken by teachers on May 14th, 1982, required
them to generate statements of educational values which could be
considered as their guiding lights "at this time ." The statement
asks, "which characteristics etc . do _we desire to encourage"
and so on .
It can be assumed therefore that the values espoused
are those that lurk at the backs of teachers' minds as they go
about their daily tasks .
For the exercise, ten groups of teachers were constituted .
These, between them, generated fifty seven educatio nal items .
When duplications were removed, and simpler items were consolidated
with complex ones,(i .e .those which contained a similar or the
same value, forty items were left for final voting and ordering .
This paper is about those forty items and the implications which
inhere therein .
Statistics and the voting patterns are included as is an ordering
of the statements .
I have attempted to classify the statements
roughly according to the major categories of Bloom's taxonomy,
although I wouldn't argue too vigorously over the finer points
I have also made an interpretation of
of the affective domain .
the results .
This is one interpretation, i .e . the one I find
I would be interested to hear
credible .
There will be others .
from teachers who see implications which I may have missed .
(b)

Parameters

If I could offer a general observation which is not all good
news I would eay teachers generally Seem to have approached
the problems of the present in a somewhat egocentric, narrow,
short-term fashion, and although some items clearly allude to
the society of the future, mention of specific cautions or
special considerations is absent .

no :~e of the ite~-a s~-ecifically sheets ha:-,e re~ :~~-.si~ility,
and wi:~le the whole Exercise was underta} :en in a co:.te~:t of
"the learnings etc . . . . P"E wish to encourace," I e>:pcctE3 that
teachers would have
k?~ilf

(i)

acknowledged the place of or

(ii) invoked the assistance of
various instrumentalities outside the classroom . The comanunity
and home, for example, which play an enormous part in the developThere is also no mention of any item
ment of the whole person .
which says, or implies, that students should be deeply involved
They are portrayed
in the conduct of matters that concern them .
as being passive recipients, which I believe will be obvious. to
(The 1977 exercise
teachers reading all the items at one sitting .
seems to have attempted to apportion responsibility to some extent,
but as I point out in section 7 I'm not sure that it is realistic .)
It may be argued that the sorts of things I have in mind here _
are methodological considerations, and that was not what the
exercise was about .
However, many items have a methodological component i .e . something
which can only be achieved by teachers acting in a certain way .
Perhaps the methodology is meant to follow, but the only element
of ft that I can adduce at the moment is the "I will do it" one .
And while it was about what _we will do, I believe teachers can be
too "I am" about their task for best effect .
I say the result also demonstrates a certain narrowness because
of the lack of any reference to, for exampley :power structures .
(Three or four references to climate indicate that some teachers
are aware of this element, which is shown almost daily to be of
crucial and mounting importance .) When teachers and others speak of
the power structures in a school, or anywhere, they usually get
around to talking about "democracy" . As long as we can have shades
of democracy I expect this is acceptable . However, the basic concept
of democracy includes the involvement of all with some measure of
equality i .e . hereditary and class distinctions are not all powerful in other words one vote one value .
In a classroom or school, or course,
this would shift the power to the most numerous group,-which is students .
I do not advocate that, but a failure to allow for participation may
result in a sense of powerlessness and frustration . This feeling,
so often engendered by bureaucracies, is counter-productive and tends
to frustrate the aims being pursued . The climate engendered between
peers, between the peer-group and the teacher, which are ultimately
influenced to some extent by~the various divisions in the bureaucratic
triangles, are all matters which should be of some concern to all
teachers .
I felt it may have surfaced, but it didn't .
The matter of spirituality was also, to me, a surprising omission .
While I accept "spiritual" as being of the soul, as opposed to matter,
and not necessarily as being of or deriving from God, it is still a matter
of considerable concern to most people to devise some sort of theory to
explain their place in the cosmos, their origins and the expected outcomes .
It no longer concerns me because I arrived at satisfactory explanations
(to me), many years ago, but I was surprised that our teachers seem to
regard the problem as solved for all students or not the concern of schools .
(1t is a Dettmari aim, as is emotional growth .)

Fc:yo

5.

When I say the views expressed tend to be short term, I refer e .g . to
what Bill McConnell describes as the rise of the common man .* There
is no doubt that the practice of parliamentary democracy puts power in
the hands of people who formerly were excluded .
This is the way
H .G . Wells puts it .**
"But by the thirteenth century the first intimations had
already dawned of an ideal of government which is still
making its way to realization, the modern ideal, the ideal
of a world-wide educational government, in which the ordinary
man is neither the salve of an absolute monarch nor of a
demogogue-ruled state, but an informed, inspired, and consulted part of the community .
It is upon the word educational
that stress 'must be laid, and upon the idea that information
must precede consultation .
It is in the practical realization of this idea, that education
is a collective function and not a private affair, that one
essential distinction of the "modern state" from any of its
precursors lies . The modern citizen, men are coming to realize,
Before he can vote
must be informed first and then consulted .
he must hear the evidence ; before he can decide he must know .
It is not by setting up polling-booths, but by setting up schools
and making literature and knowledge and news universally
accessible, that the way is opened from servitude and confusion
to that willingly co-operative state which is the modern ideal .
Votes in themselves are worthless things .
Men had votes in
Italy in the time of the Gracchi .
Their votes did not help them .
Until a man has education, a vote is a useless and dangerous
thing for him to possess . The ideal community towards which we
move is not a community of will simply ; it is a community of
knowledge and will , replacing a community of faith and obedience ."
The question arises, what obligations, if any, do teachers have to their
clients and communities in the interests of long-term peace and harmony?
To what erent should we be looking well out beyond our own communities,
and how far do we go in making people critical of discordant notes in
our country or the world at large? Good questions, but I believe in this
exercise few teachers thought far beyond the classroom in visualising the
How much concession was made to the
preferred society of tomorrow .
knowledge explosion, for example, the Technological Revolution or the
dramatically changing social scene? Do we accept the dire predictions of
pundits who tell us that in the future
"it seems likely that an adequate living standard for all
and accepted amenities and luxuries of a modern civilization
could be provided by less than 50~ of the workforce," ***
and if so, what of the new skills of existence? What do we do to insulate
our students, if that be possible, against the encroaching evils of
lasciviousness, the misuse of drugs and the increasing tendency to violence?
The Foundations of Secondary Education . W .F . Connell . A .C .E .R .
** The Outline of History H .G . Wells Cassell .
Sydney 1951
*

Sir McFarlane Burnett writing in Challenge to Australia .
to Australia Committee . Adelaide 1982

Vic .196 7

Challenge
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(The new, warped views, about property and ownership were covered by the
exercise .
Is this a rare insight or part of tt,,e materialism in which we
operate?)
And while we acknowledge the rise of the common man, what de we
do about the mounting evidence from America that "the commor. man" is now
taking his orders from the media?
Looking back, as well as to the future, we see some large veins running
through history .
The distribution of the world's wealth is one of the
largest .
The denial of certain -freedoms and a stripping of power from
The
sections of a community is anot~:er . (Poland, W .A ., Queensland)
Certain people believe that
territorial aspirations of people is another .
history confers on them a right to occupy certain portions of the earth's
crust .
It seems to me that we must either bind the human family together
so territorialis~ disappears (
who is my neighbour?) or we agree on
which bits of dirt belong to whom . (Ireland, Israel, Palestine, the
Falklands - or are they the Malvinas?)
The distribution of the world's wealth has been contentious - and bloodily
As
so - since Wells' community of faith and obedience came under attack .
early as prior to the fourteenth century rumblings of discontent on the
part of the poor against the rich, the powerless against the powerful, were
to be heard .
They received an enormous boost after the Great Plague
(the Black Death) which, contrary to what I was taught at school, was not a
purely English phenomenon ; it arose in South Russia and reached England in
1348 after spreading to North Africa, China, through Italy and Western Europe .
Rich landowners throughout England and Europe responded to an acute shortage
of labour with repressive laws designed to protect their own interests .
The peasant wars that followed in England, (the Wycliffetes, Wat Tyler etc .)
France, Czechoslovakia (the Hussites) and Germany were all part of the same
pattern .
In fact during the period of the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries
this struggle was fairly lively .
There was a period of quiescence which
followed the discovery of America and a revolution in world trade . The next
impetus came in Britain with the enactment of the Enclosure Acts by which the
privileged increased their wealth and power at the expense of the common
man .
And so it goes on, until today a majority of the world's people
exist under the heel of communism and a sizeable proportion of the remainder
are flirting with it . (Eurocommunism etc .)
Does not this threat to cherishes
freedoms worry us? (Please distinguish Communism from Democratic Socialism .)
Without labouring the point, are these matters the legitimate concern of
schools? Is the sort of knowledge that will be required by the common man,
"
as he struggles with his problems, covered by the item "To think critically
about society and self" which ranked 34 out of 40? If not the proper concert
of schools, who is to do it? Is is to be left to the commercial media, and
if so hoH will it be done and to whose advantage?

Fage 7 .
4.

THE N .G .T .
The N .G .T . is a progressive operation which I will describe very
briefly for those who may have missed it . There is a silent generationof-ideas stage, a discussion component, a voting exercise, then a
repeat discussion and vote .
The stimulus question for the generationof-ideas is that which a-pears at the beginning of this statement .
(In this case there was no special effort made to circulate the stimulus
question in advance, but neither was it kept a secret .)
Each group of about seven or eight people generate as many pertie~8t
ideas as they are able in answer to the question .
These are blackThe
boarded, discussed for clarification, then voted on by the group .
top five (or so) items, go forward to the central situation, where they
are also blackboarded . Further discussion occurs, with all group members
present, for clarification and consolidation .
Members are then left
with a list of discrete items, (in this case 40) for which they vote .
Each member has five votes, the item of first priority being assigned
five points the second four and so on .
The weighted votes are tallied and from this data the rank order list
is compiled .

5.

THE LIST OF ITEMS
The list of forty items, all of which were included in the vote,
appear as Table 1 . The Table shows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Statement
The total number of votes attracted
The weighted value of the votes - i .e . 5, 4, 3, 2 or 1,
depending on the value assigned by the individual .
The rank order (out of 40) .
Classification of the item .
The broad classifications
used are as follows :
A

Affective

C

Cognitive

PM

Psychomotor

CL

Climate

The seventeen numbers which are missing are the numbers of items which,
in discussion, were found to be duplicated elsewhere or boarded in a
better form .
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T~~5LE 1
Weighted
Score

Rank

Classification

1.

Sensitivity to needs of others

36

9

2.

Believe school to be a happy place

34

11

CL

3.

Respect for themselves and others

3

37

A

4.

Self-discipline

63

3

A

5.

Ability to be able to listen

2

36

C

6.

Vocational and community training

18

18

C

7.

Develop healthy respect for body and personal
well-being

24

16

PM

9.

Develop social skills appropriate to situation

43

6

A

10 .

Mastery of subject skills

11

26

C

11 .

Self respect

12

23

A

12 .

Communication and listening skills

60

4

C

15 .

To think critically about society and self

3

34

C

17 .

Respect and consideration for ALL (in property,
feelings, values)

113

2

A

20 .

Learning of life skills

14

20

C

21 .

Understanding of bodily functions (Phys . &
Psycho .)

8

30

PM

23 .

Acceptance of individual differences among
students

4

33

CL

24 .

Self evaluation of talents and abilities

1

38

A

26 .

Raise self=esteem, responsibility

9

28

A

27 .

Strategies for coping and interacting with
environment

29

12

28 .

The development of skills which can be
transferred to other situations (Process
not facts)

38

8

C

30 .

Real life application of subjects learned

10

27

C

31 .

Positive attitude to learning

36

10

A

32 .

Develop respect for divergent opinions and
choices of others

26

15

A

33 .

A sense of achievement so students will
continue to want to learn

9

29

A

35 .

Initiative .

28

14

A

36 .

Numeracy, literacy, sound econ . management

45

5

C

39 .

Values clarification

12

24

A

42 .

Awareness of functioning of society

12

25

C

43 .

Tolerance of others ; sense of fair play

13

21

A

44 .

Positive attitude towards others

4

31

A

45 .

To aet the best out of life

1

38

A

46 .

To be worthwhile citizens

1

38

A

(Self motivation)

A

Fa^7 e 9 .
Weighted
Score

Ra:~k

Classification

47 .

Pride in workmanship, craftsmanship

13

21

A

48 .

Essential survival skills - health, safety

29

13

PM

50 .

Help to recognize and work towards goals

2

35

A

51 .

Development of self awareness, self concept
and self esteem .

125

1

A

52 .

To see school a better place in which to live

15

19

CL

54 .

Self esteem, respect and awareness of others

4

31

A

55 .

Development of employment skills

39

7

C

56 .

Enjoyment of living

19

17

A

excewt for m:.:~_crs 12 and 4 (v:'r~ich were
It is interesting to note that
the
sa^~e
whether weighted or raw data is used,
reversed) the ranging is
of
specificity
on the part of participants .
which indicates a high degree
However, weighted scores are desirable to indicate the strength of
attachment to the various items .
~

1

TABLE 2
FhIJK ORDER
Item

Flank

Item

Rank

Item

1

51

15

32

28

26

2

17

16

7

29

33

3

4

17

56

30

21

4

12

18

6

31

5

36

19

52

31

44 )
) aec
54

6

9

20

20

33

~9 ~_,

7

55

21

43)

34

15

8

28

21

97)

35

50

9

1

23

11

36

5

10

31

24

39

37

3

11

2

25

42

12

27

26

10

38

24 )
)aea
45

13

48

27

30

38

46

14

35

Ran}:

aeq

-

38

As stated the forty (40) statements were classified according to the area
they seek to address .
The primary classification used was
(a)

Affective aims

(A)

(b)

Cognitive airms

(C)

(c)

Psychomotor aims (PM)

(d)

Aims related to School or classroom climate (CL)

A couple of the statements were ambiguous, but seemed to amount , to
instructions for teachers . (e .g . see 23 .)
The bald result is as follows :
Item 51

Development of s elf-awareness, self-concept and se lf-esteem .
was ranked first .
125 of a possible 968 votes (12 .9$) were attracted
to this item .
Item 17

(To engender) respect and consideration for all
attracted 113 votes or 11 .70 .
values)

(in property, feelings

I t e T,, 4
( Develop:-~er~t of )

Self-ci~cit li : :e attracted 63 votes or 6 .5`-~ .

The first three items above, which are all in the affective domain,
accounted for 301 votes or 31~ of the total .
It can be seen that in
total these items amount to a desire to see students who are aware,
disciplined, and comfortable within themselves and positively and
sympathetically oriented towards others .
Whether this constitutes a desire or a commitment on the part of teachers
isn't shown, but I assume it would be tke latter .
The item ranked fourth, No . 12 ( Development of)
Communication and
listening skills
attracted 60 votes (weighted) which is .6 .2$ of the
total .
This is the first emergence of a cognitive aim and it refers
only to communication .
The next item in rank, No . 36
Numeracy, Literacy and sound economic
management
4 .6~ of votes arrived
has a "couple of bob each way" .
here, where economic management, a life skill, has been attached to the
three R's .
The next two items
9 Developing social skills appropriate to the situation
and
55 Development of employment skills
refer to life chances . (Although
I have classified 55 as cognitive the skills are not specified .
Does it
mean literacy, self-starting, obsequiousness or something else?)
Even allowing that 55 is totally cognitive, it will be seen that in the
first half (50 .30) of votes, only 14 .8 refer to cognitive aims . I pondered
this for a while .
Some say, and it has been traditionally accepted, that
the proper work of schools (schooling) is about the ingestion of knowledge
i .e,
cognitive aims, although people are now aware that all sorts of learnin
intended and unintended (the hidden curriculum) takes place in schools .
So did teachers take the traditional learning task for granted? I think not .
Had this been so the baltliy cognitive items would have been struck out .
They were not .
They were there in full view, and they were noted, because
they attracted some votes .
But it indicates that the characteristics,
learning and behaviours (which) we desire to encourage in our students at
this time are overwhelmingly affective i .e .
they refer to a person's
accommodation with himself and his commitment to his fellows and the
world in which he lives .
The tendency towards affective aims continues .
categories are as follows :

Percentages for the various

22 of the 40 items

(55$) were affective (Essentially)

12 of the 40 items

(30$) were cognitive (Essentially)

3 of the 40 items (7~$) were psychomotor . (or referring to health)
3 of the 40 items (7~$) referred to classroom or school climate
The item I found to be ambiguous, No . 23, says Acceptance of individual
differences among students . Whether this is acceptance by teachers,
students as a group, or individual students is not clear .

So, confronted by a series of choices w -,ich could be expected to achie~~e
either :
(a)

cognitive development

(b)

affective learnings

(c)

emotional development of the individual or

(d)

achieving the desirable society

teachers have come down quite heavily in favour of trying to develop a
This has enormous
positive person with definite feelings of self-worth .
implications for the way in which teachers relate to students, but I will
not pursue that issue further at this time .
7 . THEMES
There were very few themes to emerge from ,the 1982 exercise .
In fact the forty items which were put up for final evaluation broke
down essentially, as follows :
(i)

Educational - 21 items (11 cognitive, 9 affective
and 1 psychomotor)

(ii)

Personal development - 10 items

(iii) Social harmony

- 3 items

(iv)

Teaching (climate)

- 3 items

(v)

Health

- 3 items

There needs to be two things said about this . Firstly, the three major
items i .e, those that attracted the most votes, are all based on interpersonal relationships .
Ranks 1 and 3 (items 51 and 17) both call for
greater personal development and rank 2 (item 4) calls for social harmony .
Secondly, although many of the items are classified as cognitive, they
encompass such learnings as :
" 15 - To think critically about society and self ."
and
" 20 - Learning of life skills ."
The educational implications of some of these items are by no means clear,
but they certainly cover a wide range of learnings .

s.

~,~~:~ .~r~s

Each item espouses ene or amore values .
That is to say that by usino
a framework of (probably) the ideal society, teachers have put forth
items about the form such society should take .
This leads to the
sort of developmental activities to which they feel students should
be subjected in order to fit comfortably in to that society without
too much elbowing of their fellows .
The statements don't make it clear as to where the responsibility
far these developmental activities should lie .
The 1977 exercise
sought to apportion the responsibility between school and students,
although as I have stated the degree to which students were asked to
help themselves appears to me to be unrealistic .
The stimulus
statement asks ;
"which characteristics, learnings and behaviours do
we desire to encourage etc .?"
It is our desires then that we are talking about and a desire to
encourage others to meet them .
"Encourage" means, among other
things, (OED) "to urge, advise, stimulate by help, reward etc .,
promote and assist ."
That definition also happens to be a fair
description of the traditional teaching situation .
That being so,
I would say the statements amount, generally, to a commitment by
teachers to see these desirable things done .
As with the themes the actual values espoused do not amount to a
great number .
Twelve of the statements ask for self-development
of various sorts i .e . discipline, esteem, awareness, tolerance and
pride . A further twelve call for various learnings including the
3 R's, vocational skills, critical thinking, societal (life) skills,
environmental awareness and concern, relevance and flexibility .
Four suggest that positive motivation should be "encouraged", and
three refer to each of the categories, Enjoyment of Life ; Physical
Well-being ; Classroom and School Climate and Concern for Others .
The values totally spell out a desire to see a student who has feelings
of positive self-esteem, is self-disciplined, self-motivated, tolerant,
proud and capable of critical self-evaluation . He/She is capable of a
range of learnings, including traditional life and vocational skills .
The student is sensitive, flexible in thought, relates his/her learning
to life situations and has a knowledge of and concern for the environment .
The student is positively motivated, enjoys good health, is
committed to a processed set of values and respects the person, life
and property of his fellows . However, he is uncultured and irreligious .
He/She neither fears God nor honours the Queen :
If there are other
obvious gaps I would like people to advance them .
I feel certain
that further action is indicated and it might as well be comprehensive .
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As stated, some of the ite~,.s included more than one value e .g . No .
Numeracy, literacy and sound economic management .

36

Sound economic management is a skill or set of skills which may grow out
of school learnings, but it is definitely something for the future and
quite distinct from the learning of 3 R's today . Even self-awareness and
self-esteem are two distinct aspects of personal development since one
doesn't necessarily grow out of or exist with the other .

Items such as No . 1 at first sight may appear to he one that relates
This asks for a sensitive, concerned and
primarily to others, but no so .
The
thoughtful person as against a selfish, pushing, insensitive one .
but
the
rates
a
mention,
others
also
in
mind
particular target group
the
to
so
develop
essential
value
is
anything
.
The
target may have been
to
all
.
will
be
satisfactory
with
others
person that his relationships
double-barrelled
however,
a
others,
(No
.
3)
is,
Respect for themselves and
In
value .
This attempts to develop two different aspects of respect .
fact
self-respect,
in
target
group
for
this case "others" are not just the
is
for
others
development
of
respect
they are not included with self - the
a separate matter .
A classification of values along these lines then, gave us a total of 50 .
These break down as follows :
1.

To do with self-development :
sensitivity, self-respect .
self-esteem, self-awareness,
self-evaluation, self-descipline
and social skills .

19

self-motivation, self-regulation
and development of a positive
attitude (School related
self-development) .

4

(c)

life skills and being an effective
member of society .

4

(d)

personal values which show a concern
for others .

4

(e)

values clarification .

1

(a)

(b)

32

*

or 64~

gor the actual items referred to here see Table 3 over page .
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2.

Cognitive learning
(a)

3 R's

7

(b)

work related learning

2

(c)

the environment

1

(d)

"life" skills

2
12

or

24~

3.

School climate

3

or

6~

4.

Physical well-being

3

or

6~

SO

Total values

100

(For the specific items and the assigned values see Table 3 .)

TABLE 3 .
Values as classified .
In these
Please note that some item numbers appear more than once .
cases the item embraced more than one value e .g . Item 51, Self-awareness ,
Self-concept and Self-_esteem .
1.

Self-development
(a)

1, 3, 4, 9, 11, 15

21, 24,

26, 26, 43, 44, 47, 51, 51, 51,

2.

54, 54, 54 .

Total

19

(b)

31, 33, 35, 50

Total

4

(c)

36, 45, 46, 56

Total

4

(d)

3, 17, 32, 43

Total

4

(e)

39

Total

1

Total

7

Cognitive
(a)

5,

10,

(b)

6,

55

12,

15,

28,

36,42

2

(c)

27

(d)

20,

30

3.

(Climate)

2,

23,

52

4.

(Physical)

7,

21,

48

Casualties to consolidation :

~

Total

1

Total

2

Total

3

Total

3

8, 13, 14, 16, 18,
19, 22, 25, 29, 34,
3?, 38, 40, 41, 49,
53, 57,

(a)

Gene ral

A similar exercise was conducted on 26th August, 1977 . The same
stimulus question was used in 1982 so that we could make comparison=
and to see to what extent we were still "on course" as plotted
ten years ago .
The 39 statements which
There are similarities and differences .
were
behavioural terms .
exercise
written
in
survived the 1977
Twenty of them begin
"The school should . . . ."
Sixteen begin
"The student should . . ."
and one is a loner .

It states :

"There should be an understanding of the psychological, sexual,
physiological and emotional needs of the students ."
I believe it is comparable
This amounts to an admonition to teachers .
It states :
exercise,
which
became
a casualty .
to No . 29 in the recent
"To be fair, firm and friendly"
This would have been classified as a"climate" type response, but it is a
specific suggestion about teaching methodology .
I'm not clear about the reason for stating "The school should . . ." or
"The student should . . ." It may have been an attempt to apportion
responsibility, which may be fair enough except that it seems to me to
be asking students to unlock a door to which only the teacher holds the
For example :
key - and it is not easily transferrable .
"Students should learn listening and concentration skills ."
This may be saying that schooling is a two-way street .
It may be that in 1977 teachers said, "We'll do our part . but they'll
have to do their part ." This is quite different from the 1982 exercise
which gave (to me? an entirely teacher-dominated effect .
As was the case with 1982, the 1977 exercise produced no statement which.
indicated that students should or would be given the opportunity to enga :
in activities which may lead to this collective personal development,
such as :
"Students should be given a say in the management of their
own affairs . "
or
"Students should be encouraged to take initiatives or to
make suggestions regarding the educational process ."
It's quite possible, of course, that teachers had this sort of thing in
I guess the next ste
mind when they generated some of their suggestions .
then, which would bring this out, would be to ask teachers how they woul
operationalise
the stated objectives .
(To use a Pughism)
In both years there are significant omissions when we compare the
CSee Section 9 - Aims)
statements with the printed set of school aims .
And although in 1977 teachers seemed to be pointing to student involvemeit wasn't done any more effectively or realistically,in my view, than i1982 .
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(b)

Values
The values espoused in the 1977 exercise were very much the same as
those of 1982, (see p .13) .A direct comparison is a little tricky because
But as in 1982, there are
in 1977 teachers were given seven votes .
big gaps between the items .
In 1977, the first ranked value, attracting 17 .25 of votes was :
"The school shall promote self-motivation (self) discipline,
responsibility, (self) esteem, (self) fulfilment and
self-assessment ."
The second, attracting

12 .39$ of votes was :

"The school shall equip students with the skills and
attitudes necessary to gain employment and sufficient
width and depth of education to use gainfully their
leisure time in meaningful ways ."
The third refers to "respect, empathy and concern" for
others . And while it may be assumed that No . 2 (skills
and attitudes to gain employment) encompasses the 3 R's,
we have to go to the fourth ranked in 1977, as we did in 1982,
to get a mention of specific,traditional school-type activities .
This states :
"The school shall promote the acquisition of basic
skills necessary in society today . These include . . .
communication, self-expression and interpretation ."
No mention of numeracy'
We have to move to rank 15 and 16 (1977)
" 15

to find such items as :

The school should encourage critical thinking"
and

" 16

The school should encourage interest and ability
in problem solving ."

The above two collectively attracted

4$ of the votes in 1977 .

Apart from the above two, which could be specific elements of a
general statement made in 1982, the other values which were not
specifically mentioned this year, but which were in 1977, are :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

School pride, identity and school spirit .
Moral behaviour .
Character development .
Aesthetic appreciation
Cleanliness
Honesty .
Common sense .
Understanding of multi-cultural life-styles .
(Probably covered by 1982's "tolerance of (different)
others ."
Co-operation .

AID:S OF EDU~ATIO'~

A brief look at how the spontaneous generation of idea= of our staff
relates to the generally accepted aims of Western Education r-:ay not
go astray .
Most of the statements made are educational objectives, which, if
realised, would "contribute to the ultimate achievement of the
educational goals of the society," the goals being long-term and
general .
The goals of education (the broad aims) as described in a recent
handbook published by the Commonwealth Secretariat of the C .C .E .A .*
are said to include such aspirations as :
1 .

~A greater awareness of national heritaoe and
identity .

2.

The fostering of attitudes and values conducive
to the development of the individual and the
community .

3.

The ideal of equal educational opportunity for all .

4.

Increasing life expectancy through widespread
education in health and nutrition .

5.

Educating and training the skilled manpower
required for the localisation of the work force
and the expansion of industry .

Teachers can appraise these for themselves and decide how well ours
measure up, of if they sho uld measure up .
The Dettman aims** still have relevance as for as our department is
concerned and they formed the backdrop for the 1981 Priest Report .
The Dettman aims - the major areas and the twenty-six sub-statements appear in section 3 .0 of the school's Teachers' Handbook . A proper
understanding of them, however, with the observations that underpin
them, requires a reading of Chapter 4 of the Dettman Report . (Both this
and the Priest Report are available from the Library .)
A complete statement of our own school aims, last reviewed in 1978, along
with suggested teaching strategies and behaviours, also appears in section
3 .0 of the Teachers' Handbook . This is quite a comprehensive statement
and well worth periodical perusal .
I won't labour the point regarding
aims and goals here, but it is probable that they are due for review .

*

Leadership in the N.a nagement of Education .
A - Handbook for Educational'Supervisors .
Commonwealth Secretariat .
(Commonwealth Council for Education Administration) Meredydd
Hughes . London l

** Secondary Education in W A .

Report of the Dettsnan Committee, 1969 .
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4IHAT NEXT?

Although I believe it was a very valuable exercise in itself for teachers
to apply their minds to the motivations which they experience in their
app roach to teaching, it cannot be allowed to finish there . The inevitable
question is, what happens next?
The result of the seminar is quite clear .
Teachers .came down very heavily
in favour of an individual who is to be subject to very broad development .
Literate and numerate, the student should also be learning social and
life skills, as well as being prepared for employment .
He/She is also
or
her
self
to be a person
self-disciplined, self-motivated, perceives him
He/She
is
in no way
of worth and has a similar regard for his fellows .
covetous of others' property .
f

Teachers will now be asking themselves how their current practices contribute to the desired effect .
How can and how should we be pursuing these
ends?
It was easy enough to generate the statements, but where do we go
from there? If these are the goals we are not now working in that direction?
And if "yes", why are they put up as still being pressing objectives?
Are we falling short of our goals? If so, why?
I believe we have further work to do in operationalising our perceived
objectives .

